Abstract: Image segmentation techniques have been widely used in medical image analysis. However, existing methods can not provide exact physical significance of segmented image regions because they are mainly based on basic image features such as grey level and texture without taking into account specialised medical knowledge. However, medical knowledge plays an indispensable role when doctors analyse medical images in their diagnosis. To deal with this problem, many tissue classification systems were developed by incorporating specific medical knowledge. However, these systems strongly depend on specific applications and then can not provide a general structure for integrating medical knowledge in a larger context. To treat medical image recognition in a systematic way, we propose in this paper a general intelligent tissue classification system which combines both FCM (fuzzy C-means) based clustering algorithm and qualitative medical knowledge on geometric properties of different tissues. In this system, a general model is proposed for formalising non structured and non normalised medical knowledge from various medical images. This model utilises a DOGMA approach (a natural language-based ontology system) for formal representation of these geometric features.
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Introduction
With the rapid development of computer technology, medical imaging plays a more and more important role in our life. In diagnosis using magnetic resonance imaging, image segmentation is an indispensable and necessary step. It focuses on partitioning an image into a number of non-overlapped and constituent regions which are homogeneous regarding to some characteristics such as grey level or texture . Many clustering-based methods such as fuzzy C-means (FCM) (Ahmed et al., 2002; Chen and Zhang, 2004; Wang et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008) have been proposed for image segmentation. However, these methods can not provide physical significance of segmented image objects. This is due to the fact that general features they used, such as grey level and texture, can not take into consideration specialised medical knowledge. This knowledge is crucial when doctors study medical images manually using their own vision and experience. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate a priori knowledge on medical image analysis in order to annotate the segmented objects or classes. In this context, various knowledge-based tissue classification systems have been proposed, including the analysis for brain tissues (Li et al., 1993; Li et al., 1994; Li et al., 1995) , the analysis for bone composition (Liu et al., 1999) , and the diagnosis for chest (Brown et al., 1997) . Nevertheless, all of these systems focus on specific applications and are not normalised and structured. It will be uncertain and imprecise when applying them in other contexts. Therefore, a more generalised automatic tissue classification system is needed for integrating medical knowledge in a flexible way and being adapted to different applications.
In this paper, we propose an intelligent generalised tissue classification system which combines both the FCM algorithm and the qualitative medical knowledge on geometric properties of different tissues for further annotating the segmented objects. For the purpose of knowledge reusability, we propose to use DOGMA ), a natural language-inspired ontology approach (Spyns et al., 2002) to replace data modelling (ter Bekke, 1992) for formal representation of these geometric features. In fact, it is difficult for general public not mastering related background knowledge to understand highly specialised data-based models. The data-based models are often too specialised and can not be reused and shared in other applications. Contrary to data modelling, the essential property of DOGMA lies in its independence of specific applications, i.e. the ontology consisting of relatively generic knowledge that can be reused in different applications. In DOGMA, ontology is composed of a lexon base which holds sets of plausible conceptual relations derived by agreement from linguistic means, and a layer of ontological commitments which annotates the application with a subset of those lexons and specifies the constraints under which the application may use these conceptual relations. The separation of lexon base from domain rules implements a separation of concerns and thus achieves reuse and design scalability.
The proposed system
In this section, we will first introduce the basic paradigm of DOGMA ontology engineering. Then we will present the proposed tissue classification system based on the DOGMA ontology.
Foundations of DOGMA approach
A DOGMA ontology has two components: lexon base and ontological commitments.
The lexon base, also labelled a 'light ontology base', aims at performing domain axiomatisations. It is composed of a set of binary conceptual relations (Meersman, 1999) . The lexical rendering of a binary conceptual relation is called lexon. A lexon is formally described as <γ: term a, relation, contrary-relation, term b>, in which term a and term b are linguistic terms, and relation and contrary-relation are the relations of lexon. term a has a relation with term b, and term b has a contrary-relation with term a. In most of cases, the relation is really contrary to the contrary relation. One relevant example is relation = 'inside' and contrary relation = 'outside'. In some special cases, the relation is reflexive and then equivalent to the contrary relation. One relevant example is relation = contrary-relation = 'neighbour'. γ is a context identifier which is used to 'interpret' a linguistic term with a concept. A DOGMA context axiomatically performs disambiguation, viz. for each context γ and each term i. The pair (γ, term i) is assumed to refer to a unique (abstract) concept. An ontology is based on many interpretationindependent plausible fact types about a universe of discourse (Spyns et al., 2008) . In DOGMA, lexons are formal, axiomatic yet linguistically determined, and agreed representations of propositions about a domain to be used for annotation. Thus, lexons have no further formal interpretation or semantics (Meersman, 2001) . They have only intuitive linguistic interpretation.
The commitment layer consists of a set of application axiomatisations. Specific applications map their symbols and relationships (expressed in terms of those application symbols) to the lexon base through such an application axiomatisation. Such a mapping is called application ontological commitment. Each application axiomatisation is composed of a set of lexons from a lexon base and a set of rules to control the intended use of application concepts annotated by these lexons.
The proposed ontology-based system
In this study, we build a DOGMA ontology system according to the previous principles. This system permits to formalise a priori knowledge on medical image analysis concerning the tissue geometric features, i.e., Assuming that there exist n tissues on a specific medical image denoted as T 1 , …, T n , the proposed DOGMA system creates lexons for the knowledge on geometric properties of tissues as follows. where i ∈ {1, … n}. It means that tissue i has a specific shape. And the shape belongs to the set {triangle, circle, rectangle, …}.
We store the previous lexons in a predefined data structure, i.e., a two-dimensional array. We now take the lexon 'relative positions between tissues' as an example to show how we store them.
Name of array: RelativePosition. The data structure is a n × 5 array in the following form.
Context
Tissue 1 RelativePosition Contrary-RelativePosition Tissue 2
RelativePosition ∈ {above, below, left, right, above left, below left, above right, below right, inside, outside}. <Geometric feature: cortical bone, inside, outside, muscle> means cortical bone is included inside muscle in the context of 'geometric feature'. Apart from the previous typical lexons, there also exist other similar ones characterising the geometric properties of tissues.
After the construction of the lexon base, we focus on the commitment layer. We first need an application axiomatisation of tissue classification. Then we define rules specifying and restricting the use of application terms interpreted by lexons from the lexon base, in particular, rules which permit to disambiguate objects and identify tissues from an image. In these rules, all the terms and roles in the lexon base will be underlined.
Rule 1 For any labelled tissue T i , if there is only one unlabelled tissue T j so that there is a relative position between them, and if T j does not have similar grey level with any other tissues, then we can find the class corresponding to T j by comparing positions of pixels and label it.
Rule 2 For each unlabelled tissue T i , if all its tissue neighbours have been labelled, then we can find and label T i using connectivity analysis related to these neighbouring tissues.
Rule 3 If any pair of tissues which have similar grey level has only one unlabelled tissue T i , then we can rank all the unlabelled classes with one connected component in descending order of areas and make equivalence between them and all ranked unlabelled tissues with one connected component.
Rule 4 Given a specific number of connected components, if the number of unlabelled tissues is 1, and if the number of unlabelled classes is 1, then this class is equivalent to the related tissue.
Rule 5 For each group of tissues corresponding to one class obtained by the FCM-based image segmentation algorithm, they have similar grey level, if only one tissue in it has not been labelled, then we can easily separate and label it by deducing the pixels corresponding to the labelled tissues from this class.
Rule 6 For each shape, if the number of unlabelled tissues which have this shape is 1, and if the number of corresponding unlabelled classes with one connected component is 1, then this class is equivalent to the related tissue.
For the aim of optimisation of the application of these rules, we define different priorities for them. The rules with higher priorities will be applied before those with lower priorities. For example, we define the priority of a rule by the number of corresponding premises. So rules with fewer number of premises have higher priority than those with larger number of premises. Then, we have:
1 Rules 2, 3, 5 have higher priority, because each of them has one premise 2 Rules 1, 4, and 6 have the lower priority, because each of them has two premises.
Validation of the proposed system
The proposed system has been successfully applied to tissue classification of human arm, forearm, thigh, crus and brain. One example (classification of thigh) is given below to show its effectiveness. , and the coding is 12 bits. In addition, the signal has been analysed by spin echo technique in order to minimise artefacts. We can see that there are four tissues and one background. And cortical bone and background have similar grey levels, and bone marrow and adipose tissue have similar grey levels.
When applying the proposed system, we run the FCM algorithm with three predefined classes because only three grey levels can be observed (p = 3). Then, we obtain from the clustering algorithm that cortical bone and background belong to one class C 1 , adipose tissue and bone marrow to another class C 2 , and muscle corresponds to C 3 . We first extract the background from C 1 because it is an object with only one connected component linking all the four bounds of the image. Then we recursively apply the six rules for separating new tissues from the obtained classes. We use Rule 5 (groups of tissues having similar grey levels) to label cortical bone from the remaining pixels in C 1 with respect to the background. Next, we apply the Rule 2 (neighbours of tissues) with respect to the cortical bone for determining pixels of bone marrow from C 2 . The remaining pixels of C 2 can be then identified as adipose tissue using Rule 5 with respect to the bone marrow. Using Rule 2 with respect to cortical bone and adipose tissue, we can label C 3 as muscle.
Having classified all tissues, we assign the following grey levels to these classes in order to generate a synthetic image for intuitively showing the effectiveness of the classification result: background: 20; adipose tissue: 250; muscle: 60; cortical bone: 200; bone marrow: 150. (a) original image (b) classification reference given by one expert (c) the synthetic image obtained by using the specific system A (d) the synthetic image obtained by using the specific system B (e) the synthetic image obtained by using the proposed system
Figure 2 intuitively compares the original image of thigh, two synthetic images generated from the identified tissues obtained by using two specific tissue classification systems A (Colin et al., 1995) and B (Han., 2009) , the synthetic image generated from the identified tissues obtained by using the proposed method, and one reference classification result provided by a medical expert. In the system A, the original image of thigh is first segmented into three classes by a FCM-based clustering algorithm. By using the knowledge on the ranking order of tissue volumes, only three tissues (muscle, adipose tissue and bone marrow) can be identified. The corresponding result is shown in Figure 2 (c). The system B is a tissue classification procedure permitting to control the execution of the FCM clustering algorithm by medical knowledge. In each step of this procedure, FCM is applied in order to obtain two segmented classes under the control of the knowledge. The synthetic image obtained by the system B is shown in Figure 2(d) .
We can see from Figure 2 that cortical bone and background have been identified by the system B and the proposed system but can not be separated by the system A. In addition, the systems A and B can be available in classification of thigh only and are difficult to be adapted to other parts of human body. In contrast, the proposed system is more general, permitting to create ontologies for different kinds of medical knowledge and be applied to different parts of human body. The integration of medical knowledge in the system A is a manual procedure. However, the proposed system is completely automatic. In practice, by comparing with the other methods for thigh classification, we can find that the proposed system leads to the most satisfying results. Table 1 and Table 2 give the quantitative comparison between the systems A and B, and the proposed system related to the reference classification provided by a medical expert. The performance criterion for the tissue T j related to the i th method (PCT ij ) is given as follows.
where A ij is the set of pixels belonging to the j th class obtained by the i th method, and A refj is the set of pixels belonging to j th class in the reference image. For all identified tissues, the performance criterion for evaluating the i th method (PC i ) is given by 
where NuT is the number of tissues in the image. From Table 1 , we can find that the proposed system lead to the best classification results for all identified tissues and its overall classification performance is also the best (94%). This result is very significant in medical image analysis. In practice, a slight increase of classification rate can lead to a quite different medical conclusion. Higher the classification rate is, closer the related automatic tissue classification system is to professional medical experts. We also apply the proposed system to the classification of human crus, arm, forearm, and brain and obtain satisfying results. The corresponding results are summarised in Table 3 . From these results, we can find that the correct classification rates are high enough (> 92%) and stable in the interval of [92%, 99%] . Then, the accuracy and capacity of generalisation of the proposed method can be validated in a larger context. 
Conclusions
Although automatic image segmentation has been successfully applied to medical analysis and diagnosis, there exist drawbacks in the existing classical methods. These methods can not effectively separate tissues having similar grey levels and give significant physical interpretation on obtained segmented classes. Thus, it is necessary to integrate a priori knowledge on medical image analysis so as to interpret the segmented objects or classes. For this purpose, various knowledge-based tissue classification systems have been proposed. Due to the incorporation of medical knowledge, the obtained results by these systems are more accurate than those obtained by the pixel grey level-based image segmentation methods. However, the existing tissue classification systems focus on analysis of specific parts of human body. So they are neither normalised nor structured, and can not be easily adapted to other parts of human body. In practice, key geometric features vary greatly from tissue to tissue and the extraction of common general features is then too complex. In this context, we develop an ontology-based general system for tissue classification that may easily be shared by different agents and applications, as well as professional experts. This system combines both an image segmentation method and qualitative medical knowledge. Moreover, for the aim of knowledge reusability, we applied DOGMA paradigm to create a partial ontology for formal representation of the involved medical and anatomical knowledge. In this way, professionals from different backgrounds can communicate and collaborate based on this knowledge. In this approach, we first construct a lexon base. Then we create rules specifying and constraining the use of terms in the lexons, in particular, those which permit to disambiguate and identify tissues from image. The ontology-based classification system can be used for formal representation of all kinds of human knowledge on medical image observation and automatically incorporate them into the image segmentation procedure. We successfully validate this system on human thigh, crus, arm, forearm and brain. The obtained tissue classification results are satisfying.
Based on the proposed system, we will further work on the quantification of the muscle/fat ratio, assessment of the muscle/fat temporal variation, and measurement of the volume of muscle, fat and bone in human legs. Furthermore, we will make more efforts for exploring other common tissue features and adding them to the lexon base. This will allow fresh application to commit to the new lexons in lexon base.
